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rocks in 2019, when she travelled ings are now acting as a geolog- ? 
to the island to research her doc- ical agent, influencing processes W:
toral thesis on a completely dif- that were previously completely ^ . -
ferenttopic — landslides, erosion natural, like rock formation,” she : a*- —.v
and other “geological risks”. told AFP. j?_

She was working near a pro- “It fits in with the idea of the a. * 
tected nature reserve known as Anthropocene, which scientists 
Turtle Beach, the world’s largest are talking about a lot these days: : V. v 
breeding ground for the endan- the geological era of human be- ^ 
gered green turtle, when she ings influencing the planet’s nat- 
came across a large outcrop of the ural processes. This type of rock- 

HERE are few places on peculiar-looking blue-green like plastic will be preserved in ^
Earth as isolated as rocks. the geological record and mark '
Trindade island, a vol- Intrigued, she took some back the Anthropocene.” 
canic outcrop a three-to to her lab after her two-month The finding left her “disturbed” 

four-day boat trip off the coast of expedition. and “upset”, said Santos, a pro- ^ -- —f., _...
Brazil. Analysing them, she and her fessor at the Federal University of :

So geologist Fernanda Avelar team identified the specimens as Parana, in southern Brazil. Sg? r V A-;-
Santos was startled to find an un- a new kind of geological forma- She describes Trindade as “like % : 8r * ■ "iwr ttij -’ V y' •' ' -**-•
settling sign of human impact on tion, merging the materials and paradise” with the only human Geologists were startled to find plastic rocks on the remote Brazilian
the otherwise untouched land- processes the Earth has used to presence on the South Atlantic island of Trindade during a scientific expedition, afp pix/parana federal
scape: rocks formed from the glut form rocks for billions of years island is a small Brazilian mil- university/fernanda avelar
of plastic pollution floating in the with a new ingredient: plastic itary base and a scientific re

trash.
“We concluded that human be-
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tion what is truly natural.”
The main ingredient in the

search centre. food chain.
“So it was all the more horri- She and her team’s study, pub- 

fying to find something like this lished in September in the jour- rocks Santos discovered was rem-+
nal Marine Pollution Bulletin, nants of fishing nets, they found, 
classified the new kind of “rocks”

ocean.
Santos first found the plastic

— and on one of the most eco
logically important beaches.” . _, ,

Continuing her research, she found worldwide into several swept an abundance or bottles, 
found similar rock-like plastic types: “plastiglomerates”, similar household waste and other plas- 
formations had previously been to sedimentary rocks; “pyroplas- tic trash from around the world to 
reported in places, including tics”, similar to clastic rocks; and the island, she said.
Hawaii Britain, Italy and Japan, a previously unidentified type, Santos said she planned to 
since 2014. “plastistones”, similar to igneous make the topic her main research

But Trindade island was the re- rocks formed by lava flow. focus,
motest place on the planet they “Marine pollution is provoking Trindade ‘ is the most pristine 
have been found so far, she said. a paradigm shift for concepts of place I’ve ever seen”, she said.

She fears that as the rocks rock and sedimentary deposit “Seeing how vulnerable it is to 
erode they will leach microplas- formations,” her team wrote. the trash contaminating our 
tics into the environment and "Human interventions are now oceans shows how pervasive the 
further contaminate the island’s so pervasive that one has to ques- problem is worldwide.” AFP

But ocean currents had also
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fishing nets, 

bottles, 
household 
waste and 

other plastic 
rubbish.
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